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Delivering PDF Documents
from VSE

Over the past few years, there has
been an ever-increasing interest by

VSE shops to deliver VSE output to end
users as PDF (Portable Document
Format) documents. This has resulted in a
number of products being developed for
several different platforms, thus provid-
ing more than one way to actually give
the user the document.

PDF is a document standard defined by
Adobe Systems, Inc. In order to make this
type of document platform independent,
Adobe has provided free PDF readers for
nearly every PC platform that exists. These
readers also interface with existing PC
applications, such as your web browser, so
that you can view a PDF seamlessly. And,
even though Adobe does produce a PDF
generator (Acrobat), since the format is an
open standard, anyone can produce a PDF
if they follow the rules.

One of the main benefits of PDF docu-
ments is that the end user sees the docu-
ment in the exact same way that the sender
produced it. For example, if the document
was supposed to be on 6” x 9” paper using
10-point Courier font and flipped 90
degrees to the left with a 3/4” border on the
top, but a 1” border on the left, then that is
exactly what the receiver will see. Unlike a
raw text or an MS-Word document, the
sender has complete control over what the
receiver sees.

However, despite all of this, a PDF is
still, for all intents and purposes, a text
document. It has a special header to indicate
that it is a PDF, and contains a series of
special imbedded commands such as
“/Rotate” or “/Font” or “/Title” and so
forth. The number of commands and the
ability to manipulate documents is so
flexible that this standard has gained in
popularity. You can see the entire instruction

set and ideas for using these PDF com-
mands in the manual PDF Reference by
Adobe Systems, Inc. You can download
the manual or purchase the bound edition
from your local bookstore (published by
Addison-Wesley).

While some people may consider securi-
ty an issue, most of the text-to-PDF con-
verters that I have found do not really
encrypt the data. Provided that you do not
change the length of a line of text (such as
changing $100 to $999.99), the Adobe
reader will not really notice anything differ-
ent. However, every separate page and ref-
erence in the PDF has a relative-byte offset,
which means that if you change the length
of a single line of text, all of the following
references will be in error, and the recipient
will be unable to read the document. While
this provides some minimal security, secu-
rity is not one of the reasons a VSE shop
sends data in PDF form.

PDF CONVERTER PROGRAM

The web site www.PDFZone.com is a
“portal” for any one who wants to locate
PDF conversion software. For example, if
you want to write your own converter pro-
gram, this site contains source code for a
simple Perl program that will convert a text
file to a PDF. There are NT- and Unix-based
solutions that will take data that is sent to
those platforms, and using a configuration
file or script, convert the text to something
more desirable.

There is one more attribute to a PDF doc-
ument vs. a text document that you should
be aware of. PDF documents are always
much bigger than a plain text document. A
simple PDF without any templates or
imbedded images will be at least twice the
size of a plain text document. Therefore,

some documents are more appropriate than
others to convert to PDF format. For exam-
ple, if you have a document that only takes
a couple of minutes to FTP to another site,
then a PDF may be an appropriate venue.
However, if the document normally takes
30 minutes to email as text, you may want
to reconsider sending a PDF and making a
large file even larger.

Also, since this document is still consid-
ered a binary file to the computer, it needs
to be treated as one. For FTP (File Transfer
Protocol), HTTP (Hypertext Transfer
Protocol) or LPR (Line Printer [Protocol]),
there is no overhead in doing this. However,
when sending the data as an email attach-
ment, the file will be converted to a special
base64 format before sending. This causes
the attachment to be 33 percent bigger than
plain text. So, before sending exceptionally
large files you must take into account that a
PDF is bigger than text, and now an email
attachment requires more datagrams to get
the data to its destination than FTP, HTTP
or LPR.

THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A
PC OR VSE-BASED SOLUTION

Given all of that, let’s examine the differ-
ences between using a PC or a VSE-based
solution. There are an assortment of free
and inexpensive solutions for the PC mar-
ket. Adobe, of course, has their product.
You may also want to explore
www.daneprarie.com, which provides a
free NT server solution for text to PDF, or
www.easyw.com/htmldoc/, which will con-
vert HTML to PDF format. The problem
with any PC-based solution for converting,
say, a Power report, is that a PC does not
naturally understand the carriage-control
information, and thus it takes a lot of work
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to get the report to look like you really want
it to. Also, these PC-based solutions (the
more sophisticated ones) range from hun-
dreds to thousands of dollars per copy.

There are a couple of VSE-based solu-
tions out there, each with its own strengths.
VSE2PDF is an add-on product that is
marketed by Data21 (www.data21.com).
For some time, Data21 has been marketing
JES2MAIL, an OS/390 solution that takes a
document out of the JES queue, converts the
data to a PDF, and emails it to the desired
recipient. Data21’s VSE2PDF, originally
developed by Thigpen Enterprises, does the
same thing, but for the VSE community.
This allows the VSE site that has a TCP/IP
stack to run VSE2PDF and send the data to
the user as an email attachment.

Another solution is PDF4VSE, which is a
built-in component of the TCP/IP stack that
is marketed by Connectivity Systems. This
tool has the capability to send the converted
PDF via the HTTP, FTP, LPR or email pro-
tocols. Like VSE2PDF, PDF4VSE will
automatically convert text documents to
PDF documents. Since the PDF reader runs
on several platforms, it becomes a popular
way to distribute documents.

CONVERTING DOCUMENTS
ON-THE-FLY

Since I like to write code, I thought it
would be nice to create a program that could
demonstrate how to convert documents
on-the-fly. In order to keep the program
small, I decided to write it in REXX/VSE.
This program is really a CGI (Common
Gateway Interface) that can be accessed
by a web page and return documents in
either text or PDF format. For this, I am
using the TCPIP4VSE stack that IBM pro-
vides with the VSE operating system,
since that is the stack that you most likely
already have in your VSE shops. You
could, however, use the web server from
Data21 or a similar interface.

The TCPIP4VSE HTTP daemon has a
built-in interface into the CSI PDF converter.
It searches for a field name of “CSI_PDF”.
If it is set “ON”, the web server will invoke
the PDF converter, and pass the data to the
web browser accessing the mainframe. You
can turn the carriage control off by using
“CSI_CC”. By default, carriage control will
always be on.

Let’s examine how to write a CGI that
will display the contents of the Power print

queue and send that report as a PDF to the
user when he or she selects a specific report.
After the user receives the data, he or she
can print the report and have it look exactly
as it was intended.

In our example, we will not be passing
any parameters to the CGI. It will simply
get the Power queue information and dis-
play it on the web page. It will insert anchor
links that the user can click on to view the

specific entry in PDF format. Figure 1
shows the source code for this CGI.

When the web browser sees the list of
entries, the user can click on the name of the
Power queue entry and the data will appear
as a nicely formatted PDF report, without
you needing to do much more than provide
a pointer.

Looking at Figure 1, notice that the value
“?CSI_PDF=ON” is appended to the link

* $$ JOB JNM=CATAL
// JOB CATAL
// EXEC LIBR,PARM=’A S=PRD2.TCPIP’
CATALOG VSEPWR.PROC REP=Y EOD=/+

/* GET THE PASSED PARAMETERS */
USERID=ARG(1)
PASSWORD=ARG(2)
DATA=ARG(3)
INLEN=LENGTH(DATA)
/* RETURN THE WEB PAGE HEADINGS */
X=HTML(‘<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>’)
X=HTML(‘VSE POWER LST QUEUE DISPLAY’)
X=HTML(‘</TITLE></HEAD>’)
X=HTML(‘<BODY TEXT=”#993300” BGCOLOR=”#66FF99”>’)
X=HTML(‘<CENTER><H2><B><I><FONT COLOR=”#000000”>’)
X=HTML(‘VSE POWER LST QUEUE DISPLAY’)
X=HTML(‘</FONT></I></B><H2><P><HR>’)
X=HTML(‘<FONT COLOR=”#000066”>’)
X=HTML(‘<TABLE BORDER=1><TBODY>’) 
X=HTML(‘<INPUT TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”CSI_CC” VALUE=”ON”>’)
X=HTML(‘<TR><TD>View</TD><TD>View</TD><TD><B>Job Name’)
X=HTML(</B></TD><TD><B>Job No.</TD><TD><B>Pri</B></TD>’)
X=HTML(‘<TD><B>Disp</TD><TD><B>Class</B></TD><TD><B>’)
X=HTML(‘ Pages</TD><TD><B>Date</TD></TR>’)
/* INSERT THE LST QUEUE  */
CALL OUTTRAP OUT.
ADDRESS POWER
‘SETUID REXXPWR1’
‘PDISPLAY LST,FULL=YES’
IF OUT.0>1 THEN DO
DO I=2 TO OUT.0 BY 2

‘trace I’
x=HTML(‘<TR><TD>’)
J=I+1
PARSE VAR OUT.I MSG JOB JOBNUM PRI DISP CLASS PAGES X
PARSE VAR OUT.J DATE1 X
PDATE=SUBSTR(DATE1,3)
LINKTXT=’POWER/LST/’||CLASS||’/’||JOB||’/’||JOBNUM
LINKPDF=’POWER/LST/’||CLASS||’/’||JOB||’/’||JOBNUM
LINKPAD=LINKPDF||’?CSI_PDF=ON’

part1a = ‘<A HREF=”’||LINKTXT||’”>Text</a></td><TD>’
part1b = ‘<A HREF=”’||LINKPDF||’”>PDF</a></td>’
part2=’<TD>’||JOB||’</TD><TD>’||JOBNUM||’</TD><TD>’
part2=part2||PRI||’</TD><TD>’
part3=DISP||’</td><TD>’||CLASS||’</TD><TD>’
part3=part3||PAGES||’</TD>’
part4=’<TD>’||PDATE||’</TD></TR>’

X=HTML(part1a)
X=HTML(part1b)
X=HTML(part2)
X=HTML(part3)
X=HTML(part4)
END
/* INSERT THE WEB FOOTER */
X=HTML(‘</TABLE></BODY></HTML>’)
END
EXIT
/+
/*
/&
* $$ EOJ

FIGURE 1: SOURCE CODE FOR VSEPWR 
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anchor. The “?” indicates to the web server
that this is a parameter being passed to it. In
a similar manner, you could have provided
the following statement within the returned
web page:

<INPUT TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”CSI_PDF”
VALUE=”ON>

And in this way, the “CSI_PDF=ON” will
always be returned. As Figure 1 demon-
strates, we are using the former method. I
wanted the user to be able to click on either
the PDF link or the text link. Therefore, I
did not want every file that was clicked on
to be returned indiscriminately as a PDF.

SUMMARY

Well, hopefully this column has provided
you with an assortment of ideas that will
allow VSE to be more than a simple
repository of data, but a distributor as well.
Check out the PDFZone web site for
inspiration and experiment. There are some
really cool things out there that a VSE shop
can use.  

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a systems
programmer with Connectivity Systems, Inc.
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the VSE community from the moment VSE
was born. He can be contacted via email at
leo@tcpip4vse.com.


